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Kevin Cowtan's Book of Fourier

This is a book of pictorial 2-d Fourier Transforms. These are particularly relevant to my own field of 
, but should be of interest to anyone involved in signal processing or frequency domain 

calculations.
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The Fourier Duck originated in a book of (
). An optical transform is a Fourier transform performed using a simple optical apperatus. 

 to the Fourier Duck. 

The Fourier Duck
Behold the duck.
It does not cluck.
A cluck it lacks.
It quacks.
It is specially fond of a puddle or pond.
When it dines or sups, it bottoms ups.

optical transforms Taylor, C. A. & Lipson, H., Optical Transforms, 
Bell, London 1964
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A , and its Fourier Transform: 

Note the  image gives rise to a diffraction pattern.

 Fourier transforms.  to the index. 

The Fourier Duck
duck

Crystallographic Interpretation:

real Hermitian
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Introduction
Since we are dealing with amplitudes and phases, it is necessary two represent two values for each point in
the pictures that follow. I have adopted a colourful scheme for representing complex numbers on the two-
dimensional images. Amplitude is represented by colour saturation and brightness, while phase is given by
hue. This is illustrated in the following figure:

The positive real (horizontal) axis to the right represents a phase of 0. Phase increases anti-clockwise, thus 0
degrees is red, 120 degrees is green, and 240 degrees is blue.

Note that positive real numbers are red, and negative real numbers are cyan. White represents zero
magnitude.

Some Fourier transforms. Back to the index. 



The Book of Crystallography
An atom, and its Fourier Transform:

 

Note the both functions have circular symmetry. The atom is a sharp feature, whereas its transform is a
broad smooth function. This illustrates the reciprocal relationship between a function and its Fourier
transform.

A molecule, and its Fourier Transform:

 

The molecule consists of seven atoms. Its transform shows some detail, but the overall shape is still that of
the atomic transform. We can consider the molecule as the convolution of the point atom structure and the
atomic shape. Thus its transform is the product of the point atom transform and the atomic transform.

More Fourier transforms. Back to the index. 



An lattice, and its Fourier Transform: 

 Fourier transforms.  to the index. 

The Book of Crystallography

The grid points (delta functions) are exaggerated for clarity. Note that the Fourier transform of a grid is a grid 
with reciprocal and . This is the origin of the reciprocal lattice.directions spacings

A crystal, and its Fourier Transform: 

Finally, we build up a crystal by convoluting the with the . The result is a crystal structure. The 
Fourier transform of the crystal is thus the product of the  and the . This 
is the .

molecule grid
molecular transform reciprocal lattice

diffraction pattern
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A , and its Fourier Transform: 

Note the  image gives rise to a diffraction pattern.

 Fourier transforms.  to the index. 

The Fourier Duck
duck

Crystallographic Interpretation:

real Hermitian
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If we only have the low resolution terms of the diffraction pattern, we only get a low resolution duck: 

There is considerable loss of detail. At low resolution, your atomic model may reflect more what you expect to 
see than what is actually there. 

 Fourier transforms.  to the index. 

The Fourier Duck

Crystallographic Interpretation:

Note the ripples around the duck. These could be mistaken for solvation shells.
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If we only have the high resolution terms of the diffraction pattern, we see only the edges of the duck: 

It may be difficult to distinguish the solvent and protein regions. This will handicap both building and density
modification. You may need to contour at a lower level inside the protein. There are prominent artifact peaks 
in the solvent. 

 Fourier transforms.  to the index. 

The Fourier Duck

Crystallographic Interpretation:

Do not omit your low resolution data. Collect it and use it.
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If a segment of data is missing, features perpendicular to that segment will be blurred. 

Helices parallel to the missing data axis will become cylinders. Beta sheets parallel may merge into a flat blob. 
Beta sheets perpendicular to the missing data may be very weak. You could get into a lot of trouble with 
anisotropic temperature factors in this case. 

 Fourier transforms.  to the index. 

The Fourier Duck

Crystallographic Interpretation:

Try not to omit  data. Collect it and use it.any
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For the purposes of cross validation we may chose to omit some of our data. 

Using  is a good validation of coordinate refinement, but is unwise when calculating maps. Particular 
care must be taken when using free-sets in density modification calculations, as the absence of the free-set can 
systematically bias the rest of the data.

 Fourier transforms.  to the index. 

The Free-Fourier Duck

If 10% of the reciprocal space data are omitted at random, then the following images are obtained: 

If 10% of the reciprocal space data are omitted in thin spherical shells, then the following images are obtained: 

Crystallographic Interpretation:

Free-Reflections
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Animal Magic
Here is our old friend; the Fourier Duck, and his Fourier transform:

And here is a new friend; the Fourier Cat and his Fourier transform:

Now we will mix them up. Let us combine the the magnitudes from the Duck transform with the phases
from the Cat transform. (You can see the brightness from the duck and the colours from the cat). If we then
transform the mixture, we get the following:



We can do the same thing the other way round. Using the magnitudes from the Cat transform and the phases
from the Duck transform, we get:

In each case, the image which contributed the phases is still visible, whereas the image which contributed
the magnitudes has gone!

Crystallographic Interpretation:

In X-ray diffraction experiments, we collect only the diffraction magnitudes, and not the phases.
Unfortunately the phases contain the bulk of the structural information. That is why crystallography is
difficult.

More Fourier transforms. Back to the index. 



A Tail of Two Cats
It is possible to reconstruct an image from the Fourier magnitudes alone if we have a similar image to
provide phase information. For example, suppose we are trying to reconstruct the image of a cat, and have
the fourier magnitudes for it.

Since for this experiment we only have the magnitudes of the transform it is represented in monochrome,
and we cannot reconstruct the image.

In addition to these magnitudes, we have an image which we know is similar to the missing cat. This image
is of a Manx (tailless) cat. Since we have the image, we can calculate both the Fourier magnitudes and
phases for the manx cat.

One simple method to try and restore the image of the cat is to simply calculate an image using the known
Fourier magnitudes from the cat transform with the phases from the manx cat:



Despite the fact that the phases contain more structural information about the image than the magnitudes, the
missing tail is restored at about half of its original weight. This occurs only when the phases are almost
correct. The factor of one half arises because we are making the right correction parallel to the estimated
phase, but no correction perpendicular to the phase (and <cos2>=1/2). There is also some noise in the image.

This suggests a simple way to restore the tail at full weight: apply double the correction to the magnitudes.
An image is therefore calculated with twice the magnitude from the desired image minus the magnitude
from the known image:

The resulting image shows the tail at full weight. However the noise level in the image has also doubled.

Crystallographic Interpretation:

Often in crystallography we have an incomplete model. Thus we have observed structure factor magnitudes
for a complete molecule, but a model (from which we can calculate both magnitudes and phases) for only
part of it. In this case the missing potrion of the model may be reconstructed by use of the appropriate
Fourier coefficients.

The first attempt to reconstruct the cat's tail above corresponds to an |Fo| map, the second to a 2|Fo|-|Fc|



map.

In modern crystallography 2|Fo|-|Fc| maps have been superceded by more advances map coefficients, such
as 2m|Fo|-D|Fc| (sigmaa-a) and maximum-likelihood map coefficients, but the principles are similar.

Thanks to Eric Galburt for suggesting this page.

More Fourier transforms. Back to the index. 



If you have found this site useful, then could you spend 5 minutes to help me by filling out a
survey? Thank you!

Gallery
Some other examples of Fourier tranforms: 
Click here to open a second window onto this page.

The Fourier transform of two points is a grating. This is a common optical transform which can be
performed with a laser and two pinholes. 

 

Eight points in an array make a very small crystal lattice. Since the lattice is very small, the diffraction spots
are very large. 

 

Fifteen points in an array make a more realistic crystal lattice. The reciprocal lattice is clearer now. 



 

A molecule. 

 

Two molecules. 

 

Eight molecules. 



 

Fifteen molecules. 

 

A duck with a missing shell of data: 

  
The edges are sharp, but there is smearing around them from the missing intermediate resolution terms. The
core of the duck is at the correct level, but the edges are weak.



The Convolution Theorem
The convolution theorem is one of the most important relationships in Fourier theory, and in its application
to x-ray crystallography. It can be stated as follows:

Consider functions a and b. Let A be the Fourier transform of a, and B be the Fourier transform of b. Then
the Fourier transform of the product ab is the convolution of A and B. Call the result of this convolution C,
then:

C(x) = y A(y) B(x-y)

The product of two functions is simple - the values of the two functions are simply multiplied at every point.

The convolution of two functions is more complex. To convolute two functions, the first function must be
superimposed on the second at every possible position, and multiplied by the value of the second function at
that point. The convolution is the sum of all of these superpositions.

For example, here is a line, and its Fourier transform: 

 

The line can be convoluted with a circle: 

 



The result is a circle spread by moving it along the line, or alternatively a line spread by moving it around
the circle. It is clear that the Fourier transform of the convolution is equal to the product of the transforms of
the functions themselves. 

 

Most of the time we simply convolute one function with one or more delta-functions. If we convolute the
duck with a delta function at the origin, we get back the duck at the origin. 

 

If we convolute it with a delta-function somewhere else, then the duck is moved to that point. 



 

If we convolute the duck with several delta-functions, we get a copy of the duck at each delta-function. 

 

Back to the index. 







The Associated Bravais Lattice 
and the 2 Atom Basis

The Graphite Honeycomb Lattice






















